VERSE FINDERS

Verse Finders are an easy indexing system to attach to your Bible. Slim Line - tab extends just 1/4" from page edge. Great for compact Bibles:

- LUSVF-C - Catholic
- LUSVF-XLP/G Extra LP Gold
- LUSVF-XLP/R Extra LP Rainbow

Retail £7.50 each
Sold in 2's

NOW AVAILABLE IN:
Blue Damask LUS75459
Lavender Damask LUS75460
Rose Damask LUS75471

Verse Finders are an easy indexing system to attach to your Bible. Horizontal - tab extends 7/16" from page edge:

- LUS75304 - Protestant/Gold
- LUS75326 - Protestant/Rainbow
- LUS75337 - Protestant/Silver
- LUS75315 Protestant Kids Rainbow

Retail £7.50 each
Sold in 2's

Thin Bible Tabs (Protestant)

NOW AVAILABLE IN:
Blue Damask LUS75459
Lavender Damask LUS75460
Rose Damask LUS75471

Retail £7.50 each
Sold in 2's

WITNESS EMBLEMS
Retail Price £3.99  Sold in 2's

- N103-1G Open Fish Gold
- N103-1S Open Fish Silver
- N103-2G Icthus - Gold
- N103-2S Icthus - Silver
- N103-3G Fish/Jesus Gold
- N103-3S Fish/Jesus Silver
- N103-5G Dove Gold
- N103-6G Jesus Gold
- N103-7G Fish/Cross Gold
- N103-7S Fish/Cross Silver

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk